
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

HIGHLIGHTS 
 Military airstrikes forced 

female-headed family to flee 

Pakistan. 

 Family found shelter on the 

property of a compassionate 

neighbour. 

 Following registration as 

refugees, CARE and UNHCR 

provided essential items. 

 With materials supplied by 

CARE and the acquisition of 

new weaving skills, single 

mother now earns an income to 

support her five children. 

 

 

 

 

 

“We lost everything in 

the bombings. We had 

no belongings to bring. 

All we could do was try 

to save our lives.” 

 – Basira, single mother 

of five children 

 

 

FUNDING OF 
HUMANITARIAN 
RESPONSE PLAN 

417 million  
requested (US$) 

 

70% funded 
 
 
 
 
 
For more on funding, see page 5. 

(reflects reported funding on Financial 
Tracking Service as of 11 January 
2015) 
Source: http://fts.unocha.org 

 

 

CARE helps female-headed refugee families 
Even before military operations forced 36-year-old Basira and her five children to flee 
their home in Pakistan’s North Waziristan tribal area, life was a struggle. Three years ago, 
Basira’s husband was killed tragically in a traffic accident, leaving Basira, her two sons 
and three daughters without a viable source of income.  

Since traditional Waziristan culture forbids women from working outside of the home, the 
burden of supporting the family fell on the shoulders of Basira’s first born son Ahmad, 
who was merely 9 years old at the time of his father’s death. The family managed to 
subsist on Ahmad’s meagre earnings of 50 to 100 Pakistani rupees (about US$.50-$1) 
per day hauling items in his wheelbarrow at the local market.  

Family lost everything in military airstrikes 

But then an aggressive military campaign was launched in June 2014, aimed at routing 
out militant groups in North Waziristan. “We lost everything in the bombings. We had no 
belongings to bring. All we could do was try to save our lives,” recalls Basira of her 
family’s harrowing journey across the Pakistan-Afghan border into Khost Province’s 
Gurbuz District.  

Bashira, her eldest son Ahmad, 12, daughters Zarghona, 6, Mina, 4, Raisa, 3 and 
youngest son Mahmood, 3, all lived in a tent until winter set in and a compassionate man 
in Shah Wali Khan Village invited the family to move into an old abandoned house on his 
property. “The weather was getting cold and he could see I had small children,” says 
Basira. “Now, we live next to him as neighbours.” 

The family were registered as refugees with the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR), which 
provided them with food. UNHCR manages the database of registered refugee families in 
Afghanistan, including verifying records as well as cross-checking and updating data to 
improve the accuracy of information related to refugees in need of humanitarian 
assistance. 

Cash for work project helps refugees provide for their families 

Staff from the international non-governmental organization, CARE, also surveyed the 
needs of Basira and her children. “I was selected as an eligible beneficiary for 
winterization assistance and we received a winterization package from CARE. My 
children did not have any winter clothes or shoes and I couldn’t afford to buy them any so 
it was good assistance for us,” says Basira. Each winterization package contained three 
blankets, one plastic sheet, and clothing for winter, including socks, hats, sweaters, 
gloves and boots for male and female members of the family. 

Later, Basira was selected to participate in a cash for work project sponsored by CARE 
with funding from the Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF) that provided her with the 
opportunity to learn how to weave quilts. With materials supplied by CARE project staff 
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A single mother of five learned a new skill that is helping her support her 
family in Khost Province. Photo credit: CARE 
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members and the acquisition of new weaving skills, Basira is now able to generate an 
income and provide for her family. Her children no longer have to work and her school-
aged children are able to attend school. Basira could not be more pleased. 

“I am earning 350 Afghanis per day weaving quilts,” the mother of five says proudly. “We 
are very happy that CARE has provided me with this opportunity to learn quilt weaving 
because it will allow me to support our family now and into the future.” 

DRC distributes winter aid to KIS residents 
The Danish Refugee Committee 
(DRC) provided assistance in 
late December to nearly 1,600 of 
the most vulnerable families 
living in the Kabul Informal 
Settlements (KIS).  

The KIS are home to an 
estimated 70,000 Afghans. 
Residents live in tents and other 
makeshift shelters in about 50 
different camps. Life is a 
struggle, and particularly so in 
the winter. KIS residents live 
under the constant threat of 
eviction and endure hygiene, 
sanitation and access to clean 
water that fall below required 
minimum standards. Most KIS 
residents are returnees from Pakistan and Iran, or internally displaced people who have 
fled conflict, insecurity or human rights abuses in their provinces of origin. 

The DRC assistance was geared towards alleviating their suffering due to current and 
expected harsh winter conditions, when low temperatures and snowfall are expected to 
make life difficult for those living in these settlements. “The aid was provided to 
beneficiaries who do not have the capacity or income to purchase food or fuel and who 
would struggle through the winter months without the support,” said Marco Menestrina, 
DRC Emergency Programme Manager.  

Multipurpose cash provided for food and other essential needs 

With funds from the Danish International Development Agency, DRC provided to 1,588 
families a humanitarian aid package to help them cope. Each package contained 8,000 
Afghanis (approximately US$117) in cash for food and other essential needs, 200 kg of 
firewood, 20 kg of kindling and 2 litres of a fire starting gel.  

“The cash provided was sufficient for a family of seven to purchase enough food for each 
family member to consume 2,100 Kilo Calories per day for one month. Cash was 
distributed to the beneficiaries rather than providing them with a food basket as the 
former modality supports local markets giving a boost to the local economy,” said 
Menestrina. It is expected that about one quarter of the funds will be used by these 
families for essential items other than food such as expenses related to accessing health 
care services, purchasing medicine and transportation. 

Winter fuel supplies mitigate miserable living conditions 

The most vulnerable KIS residents live in either tents or mud homes that are wholly 
inadequate to protect their occupants from the Kabul winter with its minimum monthly 

average night temperatures of -10⁰ Celsius. Since open fires are the primary source of 
heat for vulnerable KIS residents, the firewood distributed by DRC is vital to keeping them 
warm over the winter months. 

“The responsibility for fetching fuel for fires tends to fall on children in KIS communities. 
The provision of firewood therefore has the added value of preventing children from 
having to comb the streets of Kabul for scraps of wood, plastic and other materials 
suitable for burning,” noted Menestrina. 
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“The aid was provided to 
beneficiaries who do not 
have the capacity or 
income to purchase food 
or fuel and who would 
struggle through the 
winter months without the 
support.” 

 – Marco Menestrina, 
DRC Emergency 

Programme Manager 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRC distributed firewood late in December to vulnerable KIS families. 
Photo credit: DRC 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the latest information, visit the 
Humanitarian Response website 
for Afghanistan: 
https://www.humanitarianresponse
.info/en/operations/afghanistan. To 
receive email notifications of the 
latest updates and other OCHA 
information products, sign-up here. 
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Funding constraints reinforce need for focused humanitarian response 

Due to reduced funding, and instead of blanket distributions in previous years, the KIS 
taskforce (including Ministry and Directorate of Refugees and Repatriations, World Food 
Programme, UN Refugee Agency, Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs) 
recommended this year that the most vulnerable KIS households be targeted for winter 
assistance. The KIS taskforce initiates winter preparedness planning each year to 
mitigate the potential negative humanitarian impact of low temperatures and snowfall.  

“Year after year, we have observed that funds available for winter assistance to KIS have 
decreased,” said Menestrina, who has for the past few years been working for NGOs that 
have distributed aid to KIS residents.  

KIS families rely on community social safety net 

Beneficiaries were chosen following a needs assessment exercise that was carried out 
based on predefined and mutually agreed vulnerability criteria. Community outreach and 
sensitization activities subsequently were carried out to raise awareness and build 
consensus on community-based targeting. 

“We held discussions with community leaders to help them understand there were not 
enough funds to provide winter assistance to everyone. We did not experience a great 
deal of tension because it is generally understood that most vulnerable KIS families rely 
on social safety nets within their communities to live,” said Menestrina. 

KIS taskforce partners are expected to distribute fuel to a total of 7,700 KIS families and 
food rations to about 7,061 families. DRC has now completed its distribution of firewood 
and food assistance. Other humanitarian actors are expected to complete distributions of 
fuel by 24 January. A round of food distribution was scheduled to begin on 10 January 
with a subsequent round expected the first week of February. 

Message from the Humanitarian Coordinator 
2015 in review  

Afghanistan remains in a protracted 
crisis and the impact of the conflict 
continues to increasingly affect civilians. 

Since the handover of security to Afghan 
security forces at the end of 2014, there 
has been a rise in the level of violence in 
Afghanistan. With some 8,346 civilians 
killed and injured between January and 
September alone, 2015 witnessed the 
highest number of civilian casualties 
ever recorded in Afghanistan by the UN 
Assistance Mission in Afghanistan. 

The changing nature of the conflict has 
had an increasing impact on the civilian population, with higher casualties. Conflict within 
urban areas has increased and is demonstrated by the fact that in 2015, 23 district 
administrative centres as well as the city of Kunduz fell to Taliban forces for a period of 
time; in 2014, by comparison, only three district administrative centres were briefly 
overrun. 

An estimated 6.3 million Afghans have been affected by the widespread conflicts and 
displacements that are occurring at a rapid pace, with an estimated 300,000 people 
expected to have been displaced by the end of 2015, marking a 64 per cent increase over 
2014. 

In addition to the escalation in conflict, Afghanistan remains prone to natural disasters. 
This combination of factors contributes to the humanitarian burden. Recurring annual 
floods displace people every year and the powerful 2015 earthquake that struck 
Badakhshan Province left an estimated 130,000 people in need of some form of 
humanitarian assistance. 

On a positive note, and notwithstanding the scale of the Médecins sans Frontières (MSF) 
tragedy in Kunduz, there was a reduction in the number of attacks against humanitarian 
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Humanitarian Coordinator Mark Bowden. Photo credit: UNAMA 
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workers, humanitarian organizations, schools and health centres in 2015. Moreover, the 
international community has responded well to humanitarian needs in Afghanistan, with 
the current humanitarian assistance programme being funded up to 70 per cent. This is 
one the highest levels of response funding to a humanitarian appeal globally. 

2015 saw an improvement in our ability to provide humanitarian aid 

Despite the rising levels and geographic spread of violence in Afghanistan, 2015 was 
characterized by an overall improvement in the ability to provide humanitarian aid to 
those in need. Parties to the conflict have shown a better understanding of the need to 
respect humanitarian laws. 

A clear example of this is that in 2015 the Taliban, for the first time ever, made a 
statement requesting a unilateral ceasefire to allow earthquake assistance to reach the 
people in need. While this development is promising, the airstrike on a MSF trauma 
centre in Kunduz Province that killed as many as 30 MSF staff members and patients is 
absolutely unacceptable. It underscores the vital need to ensure that the protection of 
health staff, health facilities and patients in conflict, determined by International 
Humanitarian Law, be respected. 

Flexible and fast response is required in 2016 

I am hopeful that the trend towards better recognition of humanitarian laws will continue in 
2016 because unfortunately I do expect to see spikes in humanitarian need related to 
conflict leading to more displacements in particular.  

The need for a flexible and fast funding response and humanitarian reserves that can be 
mobilized rapidly will characterize the needs in 2016. The UN was able to provide non-
food items and immediate support to the displaced due to availability of both adequate 
contingency stocks and financial mechanisms to provide rapid assistance. 

We will need to be prepared for the same sort of situation to occur in 2016, which is why 
the Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF) is critical to our response. This funding 
mechanism enables the humanitarian community to respond nimbly to meet the needs of 
any largescale displacement that takes place. 

The UN also will look over the next year to address migration issues, especially the 
number of returnees to Afghanistan. The capacity of Afghanistan to cope with, for 
example, the estimated 1.4 million undocumented Afghans there who are at risk of being 
returned from Pakistan is limited. Meanwhile, the increasing rate of migration out of 
Afghanistan, most notably to Europe, has been driven by a combination of economic 
circumstances, in a country where the economy has shown low levels of growth, as well 
as population displacement from rural areas and urbanization. 

I look back with admiration on the tireless efforts that the humanitarian community have 
made in 2015. However, I have no doubt that we will be called upon to redouble those 
efforts and deliver ever increasing levels of assistance to those in need of life saving 
humanitarian response over the next 12 months. 

Assistance provided for Western Region winter 
The UN Refugee Agency, the Ansari 
Rehabilitation Association for 
Afghanistan and Action Contre La Faim 
(ACF) distributed multipurpose cash and 
in kind emergency assistance in 
December to an estimated 2,300 
families in the Western Region of 
Afghanistan. A further 600 families are 
expected to receive assistance in 
January. Conflict-induced internally 
displaced persons (IDPs), destitute 
returnees, families headed by women, 
the elderly, physically challenged and 
children all have been identified by the humanitarian community as the priority for 
assistance.  
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ACF meets with beneficiaries in Chaghcharan. Photo credit: ACF 
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ACF delivers CHF-funded distributions in Chaghcharan District 

ACF distributions have specifically targeted extremely vulnerable households in Ghor 
Province’s Chaghcharan District and will provide assistance to as many as 500 families 
with funding from a US$190,000 Common Humanitarian Fund Reserve Allocation. With 

winter temperatures dropping to -26⁰ Celsius, the aid will help these families manage the 
harsh seasonal conditions that Chaghcharan District endures. 

Humanitarian financing update  
A Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF) 
Reserve Allocation was triggered at 
the end of 2015 to respond to the 
urgent needs of an estimated 900 
conflict-displaced and disaster-
affected families in Ghor Province. 
See the story above for more details. 

The Under-Secretary-General for 
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency 
Relief Coordinator approved in mid-
December a UN Central Emergency 
Response Fund (CERF) rapid 
response fund application by UN 
agencies that was submitted to 
respond to needs related to the 26 
October earthquake and post-conflict 
Kunduz crisis. Six projects totaling US$5.8 million will be delivered by the UN Population 
Fund, Food and Agriculture Organization, World Food Programme and World Health 
Organization. The projects, to be carried out over a six-month period, will address trauma 
care and rehabilitation services for casualties of armed conflict, assist survivors of 
gender-based violence, provide food rations for up to two months, and supply emergency 
inputs to restore agriculture and livestock for more than 227,000 people in Afghanistan’s 
North and North East regions.  

Interactive “3W” map debuts online 
OCHA Afghanistan’s Information Management Unit (IMU) recently released a new 
interactive map of Who does What Where (also referred to among the humanitarian 
community as “3W”) in Afghanistan. The online tool allows for the creation by users of 
customized maps of the organizations delivering humanitarian support in the country. 
Organizations may be selected based either on the type of humanitarian response (by 
cluster) or the geographic location within which they are delivering humanitarian 
assistance. The tool also provides historical mapping of an organization’s presence 
dating back to the beginning of 2013. Users may download a copy of the map for their 
respective reporting needs either as a standalone PDF document or as a picture that may 
be inserted into a report. 

The “3W” information is collected by humanitarian regional teams through consultation 
with humanitarian agencies, provincial coordination teams, and regional clusters. The 
presence of humanitarian actors in Afghanistan is reviewed and updated on a quarterly 
basis. 

Earthquake on 25 December affects nearly 700 
A 6.3-magnitude earthquake that struck Afghanistan on 25 December 2015 injured 15 
people, damaged 91 homes and destroyed six homes, affecting 680 people in 22 
districts, according to verified and initial reports received by the UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs as of 3 January. Injuries were highest in Nangarhar 
Province, where 13 people were injured. Two people were injured in Kunar Province. 
Damage was most extensive in Takhar Province, where 45 homes were either damaged 
or destroyed. No gaps in the earthquake response are expected.  
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Check out the interactive 3W map 
for the October to December 2015 
at: 

https://www.humanitarianresponse.i
nfo/en/operations/afghanistan/3w. 
Please provide feedback to the IMU 
at afg@humanitarianresponse.info. 

https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/afghanistan/3w
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/afghanistan/3w
afg@humanitarianresponse.info
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MSF reacts to US military investigation  
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) is calling for an independent investigation following the 
3 October 2015 airstrike on its trauma centre in Kunduz city that killed 42 people, 
including 14 MSF staff members, following an internal investigation by the US military. 
“The US version of events presented on 25 November leaves MSF with more questions 
than answers. To understand how and why the attack was allowed to unfold, and how we 
can keep our patients and staff safe, all we have to go on for now are the brief summaries 
of an internal US military report and a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) casualty 
assessment report. We continue to call for an independent investigation and insist that 
the facts related to the attack on MSF’s hospital need to be examined from the 
perspective of international humanitarian law. We reiterate that both the US and NATO 
investigations promptly be made public, so that the reports are available for further 
scrutiny and analysis,” said Guilhem Molinie, MSF Afghanistan Country Representative. 

Humanitarian access  
Incidents affecting humanitarian action drop in 2015 compared with 2014 

Overall, the number of incidents against humanitarian workers decreased in 2015 
compared with 2014; however, the incidents had a more serious impact. In 2015, there 
were a total of 255 incidents against non-governmental organizations (NGO), UN and 
other international organizations compared with 294 in 2014.  

There were 13 
incidents reported 
against national 
and international 
NGOs and 
international 
organizations in 
December that 
resulted in violence 
against aid 
workers, damage to 
assets or facilities, 
and disruption of 
humanitarian 
activities. There 
were three reported 
killings and three 
abductions. The 
forced entry into a 
health facility, 
operated by an NGO, resulted in its subsequent closure. 

An unknown assailant shot two Afghan women, who were volunteering as social 
mobilizers to support polio eradication in the city of Kandahar, on 28 December. One of 
the women was killed instantly after being shot in the head; a second suffered injuries to 
her leg. The women were going door to door visiting the households of children who had 
not been immunized when the shooting occurred. 

On a positive note, a resolution to three decades of inter-tribal conflict between Raza and 
Mehri tribes was achieved in Ghor Province late in December following local mediation. 
This tribal reconciliation is expected to improve humanitarian access. 

INCIDENTS  
IN 2015  

 

255 

Incidents 

 

66  

aid workers killed 

 

91 

aid workers wounded 

 

152 

aid workers abducted 
  

For further information, please contact:  

Dominic Parker, Head of Office, OCHA Afghanistan, parker@un.org, Cell +93 790 3001 101 

Michael Cole, Deputy Head of Office, OCHA Afghanistan, cole6@un.org, Cell +93 79 3001 104 

Alanna Jorde, Public Information Officer, OCHA Afghanistan, jorde@un.org, Cell +93 79 3001 110 

For more information, please visit www.unocha.org www.reliefweb.int  

 
 www.facebook.com/UNOCHAAfghanistan 

 
twitter.com/OCHAAfg 
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